KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, EMBASSY OF INDIA, KATHMANDU
INDIA’S HERITAGE AND CULTURE SHOW – 14.8.14
On the eve of India’s 68th Independence Day, Kendriya Vidyalaya,
Kathmandu, wore a festive look, celebrating India’s glorious culture and
heritage through a school
level Exhibition. Patriotic
feeling soar to new heights on
14th of August as students
enthusiastically
displayed
models, charts, artifacts,
dresses, food and glimpses of
development, the country has
achieved since independence.
Class I and II bore the look of a
play school with all sorts of toys
and play equipments displayed so
imaginatively. Class III had all
dresses on display while class IV
welcomed everyone with a warm
aroma of Indian cuisine from all
regions and it was indeed a treat
to the palate. Class V offered a
visual treat with huge models of places of tourist interests of the
country.
Class VI welcomed the guests in
a festive mood as the students
literally converted their room to
a conglomeration of all festivals
celebrated across the country.
Class VII was in fact a cross
section of the lofty nation as it

managed to aesthetically present the language and religion of a country
whose very back bone is ‘Unity in Diversity’. Class VIII depicted the
vibrant colours of India that are reflected in its Classical and Folk music,
dance, art, craft and paintings.
Class IX showcased the stride, the young nation has taken in the field of
science and technology, highlighting the areas of telecommunication,
defense
and
space
technology. Class X took the
visitors down the memory
lane to the days of India’s
struggle for independence
from foreign aggression and
students donned the attires
of the architects of Indian
independence.
Class XI science celebrated 100 years of Indian cinema and plotted the
graph of growth and development
of film industry over the years.
Class XI Commerce sketched the
road map of India from 1947 to
2014, its development & growth
in all sectors. The room was
replete with development models
in all spheres.
Class XII science and Commerce
organized an Edu-Fair, to provide
an insight into the various avenuescolleges, admission procedure and
other formalities associated with
pursuing higher education after
completing +2.

Excitement and enthusiasm was palpable in every single student and
teacher as they moved through each portal, appreciating the
magnificent endeavour and enterprising efforts that culminated in a
never–to–forget, enriching experience of self-learning through
exploration and exhibition.
Pride and elation knew no
bounds in every single mind
as this Exhibition provided
them an opportunity to be
associated with a country so
rich in culture and heritage,
proudly marching ahead in
the path of growth and
development.
The Principal of the Vidyalaya, Mrs Radha Mahalakshmi appreciated the
efforts of the students and teachers and informed that the Exhibition
would be open for students and parents.

